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Vestas wins 59 MW order with Eurus Energy in Japan
Vestas has secured a 59 MW order for two projects with Japanese wind power developer, Eurus Energy
Holdings Corporation. The order includes supply and supervision of installation of 14 V117-4.2 MW wind
turbines for the 21 MW Tabito and 38 MW Sandaimyojin wind projects, to be located in Fukushima prefecture,
Japan.
Vestas will also deliver a multi-year Active Output Management 4000 (AOM 4000) service agreement for the
wind farm, providing a time-based availability guarantee to ensure optimised performance and long-term
business case certainty for the customer.
Delivery of the turbines for Tabito project will begin in the third quarter of 2022, with commissioning scheduled
for the second quarter of 2023. The delivery for Sandaimyojin project will begin in the second quarter of 2023,
with commissioning planned for the first quarter of 2024.
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About Vestas
Vestas is the energy industry’s global partner on sustainable energy solutions. We design, manufacture,
install, and service onshore and offshore wind turbines across the globe, and with more than 140 GW of wind
turbines in 85 countries, we have installed more wind power than anyone else. Through our industry-leading
smart data capabilities and unparalleled more than 120 GW of wind turbines under service, we use data to
interpret, forecast, and exploit wind resources and deliver best-in-class wind power solutions. Together with
our customers, Vestas’ more than 29,000 employees are bringing the world sustainable energy solutions to
power a bright future.
For updated Vestas photographs and videos, please visit our media images page on:
https://www.vestas.com/en/media/images.
We invite you to learn more about Vestas by visiting our website at www.vestas.com following us on our
social media channels:
•
•
•
•
•

http://www.twitter.com/vestas
www.linkedin.com/company/vestas
www.facebook.com/vestas
www.instagram.com/vestas
www.youtube.com/vestas

About Eurus Energy Holdings Corporation
Eurus Energy Holdings Corporation operates from its headquarters in Japan. Its development activities are
managed through its worldwide locations in Japan (Eurus Energy Holdings Corporation), the United States
(Eurus Energy America) and Europe (Eurus Energy Europe). Eurus Energy Holdings recognized the
potential of wind energy ahead of many other players. It is the largest wind power developer in Japan and is
one of the world leaders in the field.
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